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     Finally, some breather after a relentless run 

Sensex (62182) / Nifty (18497) 
 

 
 

Source: Tradingview.com 

Future outlook 

Our markets started the week on a flat note in absence of global as well as domestic triggers. As the week progressed, key indices 
continue to remain in a slumber phase. During the mid-week RBI monetary policy, it appeared as if the Governor dented the 
sentiments; but immediately on the next day, the banking space proved its significance as we saw BANKNIFTY clocking new highs 
towards the fag end of the week. On Friday, IT counters became the spoilsport by dragging Nifty below the 18500 mark. Fortunately, 
the tail end recovery pulled Nifty from lower levels to defend 18400 convincingly. 
  
Finally, markets took a breather after recent relentless run. The Nifty shed slightly over a percent on a week-on-week basis. With 
couple of heavyweights imposing pressure on the last day of the week, Nifty was on the verge of a breakdown; but fortunately, bulls 
managed to defend their territory at the end. Now, taking a glance at the daily time frame chart, the Nifty is now placed slightly 
above the key support of ’20-day EMA’ which coincides with previous swing high of 18450. Hence, we continue to remain upbeat as 
long as 18400 – 18300 is not violated on a closing basis. Until then, any intermediate decline should only be construed as a profit 
booking before resuming the upward trend. On the flipside, 18650 – 18700 are the levels to watch out for. The moment Nifty 
surpasses this, one should gear up for yet another milestone of 19000 in near future. 
  
Traders are advised not to get carried away by such small declines. Rather it’s better to focus more on thematic moves, especially 
from the broader end of the spectrum. The Nifty MIDCAP 50 index has given a precise pullback to its breakout point and hence, we 
will not be surprised to see more opportunities unfolding from this space. 
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Short Formation 

PCR-OI hinting market is a bit oversold 
 

Nifty spot closed at 18496.60 this week, against a close of 18696.10 last week. The Put-Call Ratio has decreased from 0.94 to 0.76 on 
Weekly basis. The annualized Cost of Carry is positive at 8.59%. The Open Interest of Nifty Futures decreased by 1.91%. 

Derivatives View  
 
Nifty current month’s future closed with a premium of 87.05 against a premium of 116.45 points to its spot in the previous week. 
Next month’s future is trading at a premium of 202.30 points. 
 
Post previous week’s splendid move, we witnessed some consolidation with some sharp profit taking on the final day of the week 
which drag index towards 18400. However, due to final hour surge we concluded the week slightly below 18500. During the week, 
Nifty witnessed some profit booking; whereas banking index outperformed and also added decent longs. The nearest piling up of 
positions is visible in the 18400-18500 put strike, indicating nearby support for Nifty. On the upside, decent stack of OI concentration 
is seen around 18600-18700 call strikes, signifying intermediate resistance. The PCR-OI has plunged to 0.76 signifying the market 
nearing the oversold region. Stronger hand turned net sellers this week and they also exited longs and added short resulting the 
‘Long Short Ratio’ has further cooled off to 58% from 66%, on a weekly basis. The above data point doesn’t indicate any sign of 
concern yet hence, we would advocate trader’s to utilised intraday declines to add fresh longs in the system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Scrip 
OI  

Futures 
OI  

Chg (%) 
Price 

Price 
 Chg(%) 

NAVINFLUOR 447450 28.36  4390.55 (1.38) 

CROMPTON 4705500 23.99  357.15 (3.53) 

TATAMOTORS 72741975 22.23  415.35 (5.39) 

PEL 6635750 21.90  851.85 (1.73) 

KOTAKBANK 26762800 20.46  1901.85 (2.29) 

 Weekly change in OI 

 Long Formation  

Scrip 
OI  

Futures 
OI  

Chg (%) 
Price 

Price 
 Chg(%) 

CUMMINSIND 2427600 53.49  1511.35 5.02  

COLPAL 2608550 25.98  1666.55 2.13  

AUBANK 8146000 15.22  678.10 4.24  

ASTRAL 1562275 12.79  2075.20 1.99  

PNB 251648000 11.94  56.65 4.23  
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decision. Nothing in this document should be construed as investment or financial advice. Each recipient of this document should 
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companies referred to in this document (including the merits and risks involved), and should consult their own advisors to determine 
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the normal course of business. Angel or its associates did not receive any compensation or other benefits from the companies 
mentioned in the report or third party in connection with the research report. Neither Angel nor its research analyst entity has been 
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Reports based on technical and derivative analysis center on studying charts of a stock's price movement, outstanding positions and 
trading volume, as opposed to focusing on a company's fundamentals and, as such, may not match with a report on a company's 
fundamentals. Investors are advised to refer the Fundamental and Technical Research Reports available on our website to evaluate 
the contrary view, if any. 

The information in this document has been printed on the basis of publicly available information, internal data and other reliable 
sources believed to be true, but we do not represent that it is accurate or complete and it should not be relied on as such, as this 
document is for general guidance only. Angel One Limited or any of its affiliates/ group companies shall not be in any way responsible 
for any loss or damage that may arise to any person from any inadvertent error in the information contained in this report. Angel One 
Limited has not independently verified all the information contained within this document. Accordingly, we cannot testify, nor make 
any representation or warranty, express or implied, to the accuracy, contents or data contained within this document. While Angel 
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compliance, or other reasons that prevent us from doing so.  

This document is being supplied to you solely for your information, and its contents, information or data may not be reproduced, 
redistributed or passed on, directly or indirectly. 

Neither Angel One Limited, nor its directors, employees or affiliates shall be liable for any loss or damage that may arise from or in 
connection with the use of this information.  Angel or its associates or Research Analyst or his relative might have financial interest 
in the subject company. Research analyst has not served as an officer, director or employee of the subject company. 


